The Ultimate GameFi Ecosystem.

Discover. Play. Trade. Earn!

What is

Spintop?
Spintop is a blockchain exclusive gaming
platform. It is an environment where the
community can discover and play games, trade
their tokens & NFT’s, and earn together within a
shared economy by the moderation of a carefully
curated MMR mechanism.

Our

Products
We want to achieve this goal by the help of our
four main innovative products in a single
platform; Gamepedia, Spindex, Guild Maker and
NFT Marketplace, acting together in a social
manner and built around user profiles.
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Gamepedia

Spindex

Community-driven
gaming guide.

Gaming exclusive AMM, Tierless game launcher Automated guild
staking & farming pools and incubator platform. system for matching
and a gaming wallet.
play2earn sponsor and
scholars.

SPIN STARTER

GUILD MAKER

NFT Marketplace
NFT trading & lending
ground for guilds and
players.
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Gamepedia
#discover #play

Gamepedia is a community-driven gaming guide which
prioritizes UI/UX along with the social aspects of blockchain
gaming. This area is specifically designed for gamers where
they can navigate the gaming space, explore and
contribute to the game content filtered for their interests,
learn from game guides, and access these games.

Featured Banner

Easy Game Access

Community Guidance

Gamepedia’s landing page

Direct links and access to

Educating the community

main banner(Games
featured this way will be
promoted via social media
channels as well).

your platform.

with game guides and
detailed reviews written by
gamers and critics.
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Spindex

#trade #earn #play

Spindex consists of a gaming exclusive AMM, Staking &
Farming pools and the Spindex Wallet. It is Spintop’s main
tool for making the gaming experience agile; providing
seamless interchangeability of liquid assets between

the projects.

DeFi as a Service

Technical infrastructure to
allow partnered projects to
open their own staking and
farming pools.

Yield Farming Pools
Creating gaming token pools
paired with SPIN Token to
give out either one or both of
the pooled tokens as
rewards. Increasing utility for
partnered tokens.

Staking Pools

Risk-free single token pools.
Stake SPIN to earn
partnered tokens. Increasing
exposure to gaming
communities.
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SpinStarter
#discover #earn

SpinStarter is a blockchain game launcher and incubator
platform. SpinStarter brings a fresh and revolutionary take
on the traditional gaming launchpads by introducing a new,
fair and tierless system that benefits investors on every scale.

Tierless System &
Fair Participation
Equal pool weight for
contributors without any tier
barriers. The more you stake
the more allocation you 

will get.

Community Access

Post IGO support

Spintop is more than a
launchpad. It is a community
driven blockchain gaming
hub. Projects will enjoy
gamers' attention instead of
solely investors'.

Full support of our platform for the postIGO: Gamepedia listing, Spindex DeFi
oppourtunites, Guildmaker and Marketplace
priority access.
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Guild Maker
#play #earn #trade

Guild Maker is an automated guild system for matching
play-to-earn sponsors with the suitable scholars. Sponsors
can burn SPIN and create their own yield guilds, recruit
scholars and compete with each other.

An Open Ecosystem

Lending Initiatives

Fair Scholarship

Vaults provide play-to-earn
games an open ecosystem
to lure in new players, offer
incentives and improve
accessibility.

Vaults and underlying
implementation provides
games with top notch
lending technology which
can be further utilized in
innovative new products
(mortgage, pawn shop etc.)

Vaults provide a fair and humane system of
scholarship. Just like ‘Fair Trade’ in fiat
world, we need ‘Fair Scholarship’ in play-toearn scene. How:
Adjustable renting periods. Long-term lending
lead to 7/24 farming in inhumane conditions.
NFT Rating and Scholar Rating provides a ‘free
market’ solution for matching play-to-earn
participants.
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NFT Marketplace
#discover #trade #earn

NFT Marketplace will be the supply ground for the guilds
and the solo players. Users will be renting, lending or
borowing the items needed for completing their arsenal.

NFT Listings
Gaming exclusive NFT
marketplace for
blockchain community.
Easy access for guild
makers and play to earn
community.

NFT Rentals
A new revenue generation
model.

NFT Giveaways &
Events
Expand your player count
with collaborations, NFT
giveaways and special
events.

